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High density EMI filter is important in the application of more-electric-aircraft (MEA). In this 
work, the author is focusing on several major aspects of EMI filter design that would influence 
the power density.  
In Chapter 1, the feature of EMI study and conventional design methods are reviewed. 
The interaction between the common-mode (CM) and differential-mode (DM) noise is one key 
factor introducing unnecessary weight to EMI filter design. In Chapter 2, the author explains the 
origin of the mixed-mode (MM) noise on the output side of three-phase motor drives. 
Experimental results have verified the existence of the MM noise in three-phase motor drives 
and its impact on power density. In Chapter 3, the noise mode transformation (NMT) in three-
phase motor drives due to system impedance unbalance is discussed. Simulation and 
experimental results show that the NMT will cause EMI filter overdesign if not considered 
during the design stage. 
In Chapter 4 the author discusses the possibility of adding a CM inductor at the motor front 
and chassis end to reduce CM EMI filter weight. Experimental results show that the motor-end 
filter is effective in attenuating low frequency noise and has the benefit of being light weight 
comparing with the traditional three-phase CM choke. 
Cooling of the filter is of great importance in high power systems. In Chapter 5, a practical 
liquid-cooling design procedure for EMI filters in high power motor drives has been discussed. 
Potting and thermal modeling are analyzed. Thermal test results verify the effectiveness of the 




cases on both CM and DM inductors. Experimental results match well with the developed 
models. 
In Chapter 7, a comprehensive design procedure for high density EMI filter in high power 
motor drives has been proposed, based on the knowledge of previous chapters. As the 
verification of the procedure, a high density EMI filter is designed and tested in a 100 kW three-
phase motor drive system for MEA application. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
This dissertation focuses on the high density EMI filter design for the high power three-phase 
motor drive systems in aircraft applications. An overview of the more-electric-aircraft (MEA) 
concept and challenges is provided below. This is followed by a review of the design of the EMI 
filter in three-phase motor drive systems. Based on the knowledge from literatures, the approach 
for carrying out the researches is introduced. The specific problems to be addressed in this work 
are collected thereafter and the scope of the dissertation is explained.  
 
1.1  Motivation and Background  
 
The concept of more-electric-aircraft (MEA) is proposed in the mid 1980’s [1-10]. Comparing 
with the other two types of power supplies in the secondary power system of aircraft, namely the 
hydraulics and pneumatics, electric power has the benefits of better power control, more fuel 
efficiency, fewer maintenance tasks and costs, as well as less audible noise. As a result, many of 
the tasks controlled by pneumatic and hydraulic systems previously, for example the air-
conditioning, flight control and ice protection systems, are in the trend of being driven in the 
format of electric power. Among different formats of electric power supplies, the three-phase 
voltage-source-inverter based motor drive plays an important role in controlling large-rated 




The PWM waveforms generated by the solid state three-phase motor drives are the source of 
the EMI noises which can be harmful to other electronic systems on the aircraft, for instance the 
communication, navigation and surveillance systems. To protect these systems, specified 
regulations are set for both conducted and radiated EMI emissions. Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 
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In Figure 1.1, the red curve of limitation defines the EMI current noise emission level on the 
power lines. In the dc-fed motor drive system on the MEA, this reflects to the dc input buses. In 
Figure 1.2, the highlighted upper curve shows the regulation of the EMI noise on interconnection 
bundles, which is referred to the AC output of the three-phase motor drive. Both standards of the 
dc and ac sides are ranged from 150 kHz to 30 MHz.  
To suppress the conducted EMI noises within the EMI standards, usually EMI filters are 
required to be added into the system. Consisting of magnetic components like CM choke and 
DM inductors, these EMI filters are often bulky and heavy; whose weight might take large ratio 
of the total weight of the entire motor drive system. Considering these filters are carried by the 
aircraft, the more of their weight means the more of fuels are being consumed for every nautical 
mile the plane flies. As a result, to save the energy and price of the aircraft, the weight of the 
EMI filter needs to be reduced. Meanwhile, the filter is still required to carry the large current in 
the motor drive system. Therefore, an EMI filter of high power or VA density is needed. 
The objective of this dissertation is to develop a complete methodology for the high density 
EMI filter design, which produces lightweight high power EMI filters that can suppress EMI 
noises well below both dc and ac conducted EMI standards in three-phase motor drive systems. 
 
1.2  Research Approach Introduction 
1.2.1  Features of EMI Study 
Figure 1.3 shows a typical structure of the power electronics converter system. It includes a 
power supply, a solid state converter and a load. The connections between the power supply and 
converter can be either single or multi-phase. The output of the converter can also be either 




the system. The converter functions as a high efficient conversion tool of electric power format. 
The load is the component that consumes the power provided by the power supply and converted 








Figure 1.3. A simplified power converter system 
 
However, in the study of EMI and filters, the function of each component in the structure of 
Figure 1.3 is totally changed. A simplified diagram is drawn in Figure 1.4. As shown in Figure 
1.4, the converter is treated as the noise source, generating all the EMI noises. The connections, 
the power supplies and loads are all known as the noise propagation paths. 
This structure in Figure 1.4 actually shows two major features in EMI and filter study. The first 
one is case-determined. The study of the EMI and filter is highly related to the specified 
condition, including the EMI standard, the noise source and propagation path conditions. The 
noise source is determined by the power converter topology, the voltage and current rating, and 
the modulation and control schemes. The propagation path relies on the power converter layout, 
the power supply source impedance, the load impedance, and the grounding condition of the 
system. As a result, EMI filter design methods are often specified to one certain application, for 




rectifier [20-24]. Although there are studies under different applications, they cannot be directly 
used in the three-phase motor drive system. 
 The other feature of the EMI study is that it is often cut-and-try based. For an effective design 
method, an accurate model is necessary. However, considering the case-by-case feature of the 
EMI study, it is very time and effort-consuming to build a high frequency model for the entire 
system. Since the EMI study focuses on the range of frequency as high as 30 MHz, influence of 
parasitic components in the system cannot be ignored, for example the grounding impedance 
from the semiconductor device to the grounded heatsink. These components are not controllable. 
Meanwhile, they are only known when the system is built and measurements are carried out. 
Therefore, it is very difficult to predict either the converter EMI noise emission level, or the filter 











Figure 1.4. A simplified power converter system for EMI study 
 
1.2.2  Conventional EMI Filter Design Method 
Figure 1.5 shows a typical structure of the dc-fed three-phase motor drive. The converter is 
assumed as a traditional two-level VSI PWM motor drive. In the figure, the dashed parts refer to 




by the standard, two line-impedance-stabilization-networks (LISNs) are connected at the input 















Figure 1.5. Dc-fed three-phase motor drive system 
 
As discussed in [25], in conventional design method, the EMI noise is divided into CM and 
DM. Then CM filter and DM filter are designed separately according to the CM and DM bare 
noises. Figure 1.6 to Figure 1.9 show the ways of separating the CM and DM noise on both dc 































According to [26], as the conventional design method goes, typical LC filters are selected. 
Assuming ideal inductors and capacitors are utilized without influence from parasitic 
components, the attenuation performance of the filter features with a slope of 40 dB/dec, as 









Figure 1.10. LC filter attenuation scheme 
 
As a result, the bare noise of either CM or DM needs to be measured and compared with the 
standard at first. The part of noise higher than the standard is the part of noise requiring 
attenuation.  
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Figure 1.11. Flow chart of conventional EMI filter design method 
 
1.2.3  Prototype EMI Testbed 
Figure 1.12 shows the prototype experimental system. One commercial two-level motor drive 
is selected as the power converter. One set of commercial dynamometer is used as the motor 
load. Following the EMI Standard, one copper sheet has been installed under the entire power 
stage as the common ground. LISNs and feed-through capacitors are implemented at the input 
















Figure 1.12. Prototype experimental system 
 
1.3  Problem Statement 
 By using the conventional EMI filter design method and testing in the prototype experimental 
system, problems have been observed and summarized. 
 
1.3.1  Problem 1: DM Filter Not Functioning 
Figure 1.13 shows the circuit of the system with a typical DC DM LC filter. It includes two 
DC DM inductors and one DC DM capacitor. By adding the LC filter, supposedly the DC DM 












Figure 1.13. Motor drive system with DC DM filter 
 
However, as shown in Figure 1.14, the green curve of the filtered DM noise does not show 































Similar phenomena have also been observed in AC DM filter design. As shown in Figure 1.15, 
a three-phase AC DM LC filter has been implemented. Different values of inductor and capacitor 
have been tested. Assuming the conventional design method is correct, the AC DM noise 









Figure 1.15. Motor drive system with AC DM filter 
 
On the contrary, as shown in Figure 1.16, the spectra of the filtered AC DM noise has one 
common part cannot be attenuated, no matter what inductance or capacitance is selected. As a 
summary from Figure 1.14 and Figure 1.16, there is one part of the DM noise cannot be 
effectively attenuated by DM filter in the motor drive system. DM filter does not function well 
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Figure 1.16. AC DM noise comparison: with filter vs. without filter 
 
1.3.2  Problem 2: CM Filter Unexpected Performance 
Following the conventional design method, one AC CM LC filter has been implemented into 
the system as shown in Figure 1.17. According to the calculation, the cut-off frequency of the LC 
filter is within 30 kHz. However, as shown in Figure 1.18, one resonance at around 400 kHz has 



































Figure 1.18. AC CM noise: unexpected resonance observed 
 
 
1.3.3  Problem 3: EMI Filter Thermal Management 
 As part of the secondary power system on the aircraft, the benchmark motor drive system is 
100 kW and 310 Vllrms. As a result, the rated DC and AC full load current is 185 Arms. 
Meanwhile, on the aircraft, the EMI filter needs to share the liquid cooling system of the 
converter power stage. As a result, a guideline in the EMI filter, especially inductor liquid 
cooling is needed.  
 
1.3.4  Problem 4: EMI Filter Packaging Influence on EMI Filter 
 Not included in the conventional design method, the packaging of the EMI filter influences the 
performance of the noise attenuation. Figure 1.19 shows the DC CM choke in the cooling case 
with potting. By adding the aluminum case and high-thermal-conductive potting material, the 






Figure 1.19. DC CM choke with cooling design 
 
 The comparison results of the inductor impedance with or without cooling packaging have 
been shown in Figure 1.20. Comparing with the original DC CM choke impedance, the 















































1.3.5  Problem 5: Possible Power Density Improvement 
Besides focusing on the EMI filter design itself, the author would like to explore the possibility 
of reducing the EMI filter weight by improving the motor impedance. Figure 1.21 proposes one 
potential solution by adding a single-phase inductor between the motor chassis and the ground. 
In case of safety, this inductor presents relatively low voltage drop at line frequency. Concerning 
the high frequency CM noise attenuation, this inductor can provide similar performance 
comparing with three-phase full current CM choke while using only one winding and conducting 
no power current but just leakage current. Some filter weights are possibly saved by this type of 









Figure 1.21. One type of motor end EMI filter 
 
1.4  Literature Review 
Based on the two features of the EMI study discussed in 1.2.1, the literature review for this 
work mainly focuses on the EMI analysis and EMI filter design in the specific application of 




H. Agaki and etc. in [27-35] publish a series of papers discussing the EMI and filter design in a 
diode-front-end three-phase motor drive system. The CM propagation path has been analyzed in 
these works. A simplified equivalent circuit depicting the CM path is summarized. Practical EMI 
filter designs are also carried out. One innovative EMI filter topology connecting both the DC 
and AC side of the motor drive system is proposed. 
J. S. Lai and etc. in [36-39] have carried out a series of detailed analysis on the simulation and 
modeling of the three-phase voltage source inverter. EMI noise can be predicted according to the 
inverter topology and modulation scheme, as well as system impedance, based on the proposed 
methods. 
As shown in [40-42], studies of N. Hanigovszki and etc. are mainly focusing on the output 
EMI filter for the three-phase motor drive. As a contribution to the modeling of the system, the 
high frequency modeling of the components in the motor drive system has been carried out, 
including the motor, the cable, the IGBT and diode. Conventional technologies for output filters 
aiming at solving dv/dt problems are reviewed in the works. New topologies of EMI output filter 
are proposed and evaluated. These works present great insight on the modeling of the system and 
show more examples of filter design.  
Works in [43-45] are for the exact same application as this dissertation proposal focuses on. Y. 
Maillet and etc. have analyzed the dc side EMI noise of the motor drive system. Meanwhile, high 
density material for the CM choke is proposed. Some tests on grounding effects and filter 
topologies have been conducted and discussed. [46-51] aim at solving the EMI problems for both 
dc and ac sides of the motor drive system. A new EMI filter topology based on the scheme of 
impedance balancing is proposed. Besides, the damping design of the EMI filter in the motor 




These above works are related to the focus of this dissertation proposal. However, a complete 
design of the EMI filter meeting the DO160 standard while being lightweight carrying high 
power rating is not found in any of these literatures. Therefore, in this dissertation, the author 
decides to pick the general design method as the starting point and try to improve the 
conventional method.   
 
1.5  Scope of the Dissertation 
In Chapter 2, the mixed-mode (MM) noise on the output side of the motor drive system is 
analyzed. Firstly, conventional EMI noise separation methods for three-phase systems are 
reviewed. According to the separation, the generation of the MM noises is analyzed thereafter, in 
specific of every possible switching condition for the three-phase inverter. Based on the 
prototype system, experiments are designed for validating the existence of the MM noises and its 
impact on EMI filter design. Possible ways to reduce the impact from MM noise are 
investigated. 
 Chapter 3 discusses the noise mode transformation due to system unbalance. The analysis of 
the intrinsic and EMI filter unbalance existing in the EMI noise propagation path of the dc-fed 
three-phase motor drive system is carried out. CM path unbalance in the circuit model is 
investigated with an example switching state in three-phase space vector pulse-width-modulation 
(SVPWM). Noise transformation from CM to DM is then verified with prototype experiments. 
The influence of the DM filter component unbalance on the DM propagation path is analyzed 
with simulation. After that, the transformation of the DM noise to CM is validated with tests. 
Influence of the unbalance and noise mode transformation on the EMI filter design is discussed 




Focusing on an alternative of the conventional inverter-end (IE) EMI filters, Chapter 4 
discusses the possibility of implementing an EMI filter on the motor end for the CM noise 
attenuation. A functional comparison between the inverter and the motor-end CM filter is firstly 
carried out, concerning the CM noise propagation path in the dc-fed motor drive system. 
According to their features in the noise propagation, the author focuses on two typical kinds of 
motor-end CM filters in detail, namely the motor front-end (MFE) filter and the motor chassis-
end (MCE) filter. Their performances on improving the output CM impedance and suppressing 
the CM noise emission are analyzed, based on experimental results from the prototype system. 
Investigations show that the implementation of the MFE filter has similar functions with the IE 
CM choke, while attaching the MCE filter with the motor can help save the magnetic size and 
weight from the conventional IE filter. However, special attentions are needed for the safety and 
parasitic concerns. 
In Chapter 5, a practical liquid-cooling design procedure has been summarized for the 
magnetic components of EMI filter in high power motor drives.  
In Chapter 6, the parasitic influence brought by the liquid-cooling design has been analyzed. A 
simplified model describing the change of parasitic capacitance and leakage inductance has been 
built and verified in experiments. 
In Chapter 7, a comprehensive design procedure for the high density EMI filter in high power 
motor drive has been proposed based on the new knowledge from previous chapters. The method 
has been verified to be effective for high density design with a 100 kW EMI filter and test. 




Chapter 2 Output Mixed-Mode EMI Noise in 
Three-Phase PWM Motor Drive 
 
2.1  Introduction 
Traditional EMI filter design methods divide the emissions into common-mode (CM) and 
differential-mode (DM) noises [52]. Assuming the two modes of noises are well-decoupled, 
designs are then carried out separately according to the CM and DM noises for CM and DM 
filters [53]. Based on this strategy, towards an optimized filter design, literatures have been 
discussing the noise modeling and filter component size minimization for either the CM [26, 27, 
54, 55] or the DM filters [22, 56, 57]. However, since the EMI standards are restricting the total 
noise before separation, even if both CM and DM filters are optimally designed separately, this 
design procedure does not necessarily guarantee the success of finding a real high density EMI 
filter which can suppress the total noise well. The existence of the mixed-mode (MM) noise 
generates difficulties on the noise recognition and influences the high density filter design [25].  
Since discovered in early 2000s, the mixed-mode noise is mainly discussed in the applications 
of switching mode power supply (SMPS). S. Qu and D. Chen firstly identify the non-intrinsic 
DM noise in the SMPS as the mixed-mode noise in [11]. Modeling works of the generation 
schemes and propagation paths of the MM noises are then carried out in [17, 58]. For the 
attenuation of the MM noise in the SMPS, the effects of X-capacitors and CM chokes are 
compared and summarized in [17, 59]. More recently, the possible influence of Y-capacitor on 




the comprehensive SMPS EMI filter design procedure concerning the MM phenomenon is 
proposed in 2004 [61] and improved in 2008 [62] and 2010 [63].  
On the contrary to the continuous study of the MM noise in single-phase SMPS, limited 
number of works can be found analyzing the MM noise in the three-phase motor drive systems 
all through the years. W. Shen and F. Wang [52] have investigated the propagation of the non-
intrinsic DM noise in the front-end three-phase diode rectifier side of the variable speed motor 
drive. Yet for the output side of the motor drive, where EMI standards often focus on, and where 
bulky three-phase EMI filters are often required, the MM phenomenon and its implication to the 
EMI filter design have not been fully investigated.  
In this chapter, the output side MM noise of three-phase motor drives is analyzed in the dc-fed 
three-phase voltage source inverter as a benchmark. To start with, the necessity and methods of 
noise separation have been reviewed in Section 2.2. Conventional way of discriminate CM and 
DM current noises are introduced. Then in Section 2.3, the method for studying the MM noises 
is proposed. The MM noise generation scheme in three-phase motor drives is described in each 
possible switching status of voltage vectors. The relative amplitude of the MM noise referred to 
the measured CM noise is quantified under ideal assumption of perfectly balanced three-phase 
impedance. Comparative experiments are designed and carried out in a prototype motor drive 
system to verify the existence of the MM noise in Section 2.4. To illustrate the influence of the 
MM noise on EMI filter design, in Section 2.4, one quantified example is selected based on the 
prototype experimental results. Comparison results show that much extra weight and volume will 
be introduced if designing the output side EMI filter without concerning the MM noise. Possible 
ways of reducing the MM noise and its impact have been discussed in Section 2.5. Conclusion 




2.2  Three-Phase EMI Noise Separation Method in DC-Fed Motor Drives 
With the basic principle of summing and subtracting noises, the three-phase CM and DM 
emission discrimination methods can be categorized by different realization approaches. External 
circuits are designed and utilized in [11]. Mathematical model and calculation are carried out in 
[58]. [17] simplified the method by using high frequency current probes and by changing the 
wire winding turns of Phase A, B and C to reach the noise separation. In this chapter, this third 
method is selected. DO160 standard is utilized as the AC side line current constraints. 
Figure 2.1 shows a typical structure of the Dc-fed motor drive system. As required from the 
standard, line-impedance-stabilization-networks (LISNs) and feed-through capacitors are 
implemented on the DC buses. One common ground made of copper sheet is placed underneath 
the whole system. On the AC side, three-wire motor cable and motor dynamometer are 
connected as the output load. Besides the solid path of noise propagation, Figure 2.1 also shows 
the parasitic grounding capacitance (dash lines) existing between the inverter switches and the 
heatsink, as well as between the motor windings and motor chassis. Output wires are clamped by 
a high frequency current transformer, whose signal on secondary side is conveyed to a 


















Figure 2.1. Typical structure of noise propagation in three-phase motor drive system 
 
The detailed clamping configurations for CM and DM noises are shown in Figure 1.8 and 
Figure 1.9. With conventional definitions [52], the CM noise is the common part of the three-
phase emissions which share the common path through the ground. As a result, the sum of all 
three phase currents is captured simultaneously by being clamped together. The remaining part 
of the line current noise can be acquired by getting two turns of one phase wire and one turn of 
the other two in an opposite direction. This part of noise is often assumed as the DM noise, 
which needs to be suppressed by DM filters.  
However, this may not be true considering the complexity of the unbalance of the PWM 
operation and impedance network in the three-phase motor drive system. If any unbalance exists 
among the three phases, there will be noise propagation path that couples the grounding loop 
with just one or two of the AC phases instead of all three. According to the acquisition way of 
this so-called DM noise, the measurement results will then include both the DM noise going 
through the power line and another part of noise that is conducted along the common ground, but 
not as common-mode since it is not common for all three phase. This type of grounding noise 
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2.3  Output MM Noise Analysis in DC-fed Motor Drive System  
2.3.1  Discuss on MM Noise Analysis Method  
The conventional three-phase converters equivalent circuits of CM and DM are shown as an 
example in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3. As a tool for analyzing MM noise, the CM circuit has the 
advantage of considering the grounding path together with all three phases. However, the 
simplification from a three-phase system to one noise source and one branch of propagation path 
eliminates the possibility of observing the MM noise from the difference among the three phases. 
On the other hand, although the DM equivalent circuit specifies the propagation path with 
different phases, the model simply discards the grounding track. By taking the three-phase-four-

















Figure 2.3. AC DM equivalent circuit 
 
An effective MM noise analysis circuit should concern both the grounding path and 
nonidentical feature of the three-phase noise source. [11, 58] proposes the method with complete 
circuit analysis for input MM noise in single-phase SMPS, by focusing on the charging and 
discharging procedures of the parasitic grounding capacitance. [52] utilizes this method in three-
phase motor drive application. However the discussion is still limited in the front-end side MM 
noise with diode rectifier. In this chapter, the authors propose the method of analyzing the motor 
drive output side MM noise by detailed three-phase circuit with grounding path at different 
switching conditions. 
2.3.2  MM Noise at <100> Condition 
The shadow part of Figure 2.4 shows the three-phase gate signal status when the top switch of 
Phase A and bottom switches of Phase B and C are being turned on. This example status is 
named as <100> for short. As shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6, during this time period, the 
motor parasitic grounding capacitance of Winding A CMA is being charged while CMB and CMC 
are being discharged. These charging and discharging currents are part of the grounding current, 
not the intrinsic DM noise due to the line-to-line voltage applied on line impedance of cable and 
























































A quantitative discussion on the magnitude of these MM noise related to AC CM noise is 
carried out. Assuming a balanced three-phase motor and three-conductor cable, the impedance 
on the charging or discharging loops through each phase should be equal to each other. Thus the 
Phase A charging current IAC has the same magnitude but opposite direction with Phase B 
discharging current IBD or Phase C ICD. Assuming the magnitude of the charging or discharging 
current as Io and the charging direction of IAC as positive, the CM noise can then be deduced as 
(2.2). 
    333 OOOOCDBDACACCM IIIIIIII              (2.2) 
With the definition of the AC DM measurement from (2.1), the charging and discharging 
currents are captured as shown in (2.3). In the equation, the acquired noises are the mixed-mode 













_             (2.3) 
 (2.3) quantifies the MM noises with the reference of IACCM during the time period of <100>. It 
is shown that in the measurement of AC DM noise of Phase A, there is part of the noise going 
through the ground with the magnitude of four times of the CM noise. If the measurement is 
carried out for Phase B and C, the grounding noise part is two times the CM noise.  
 
2.3.3  MM Noise at <110> Condition 
Similar analysis can be carried out for the switching condition of <110>, when Phase A and B 
has the top switches turned on and Phase C the bottom one. As shown in Figure 2.7. Charging of 




capacitance in Phase A and B lead to two charging current IAC and IBC. On the contrary, as 
depicted in Figure 2.8, Phase C is the only phase experiencing stray capacitance discharging, 
with ICD. Still assuming the magnitude of the current as IO and same definition of the positive 
direction, the CM noise can be obtained as (2.4): 
    333 OOOOCDBCACACCM IIIIIIII              (2.4) 













__                (2.5) 
(2.5) shows that when only Phase C is discharging, the MM noise on Phase C is four times of 











































Figure 2.8. Discharging of parasitic grounding capacitance during <110> 
 
 
2.3.4  MM Noise at <111>/<000> Condition 
During zero vectors of <111> or <000>, the conditions are different. As shown in Figure 2.9. 
Charging of parasitic grounding capacitance during <111>, when all three-phase top switches are 
turned on, all three-phase grounding capacitances are being charged. Thus the CM current noise 
can be expressed as: 
    OOOOCCBCACACCM IIIIIIII  33              (2.6) 
 Since all three phases are identical for the direction of the current on the output side, the 
captured MM noise from AC DM measurement is shown in (2.7): 
0___  OOACCMOCMMBMMAMM IIIIIII              (2.7) 
Similar effect can be found in Figure 2.10. Discharging of parasitic grounding capacitance 
during <000>, when all three-phase bottom switches are on, which means the three winding-to-
ground capacitances are all being discharged. The CM noise is expressed as: 





In the same way, the MM noise is calculated by: 
 0___  OOACCMOCMMBMMAMM IIIIIII            (2.9) 
As being discussed above, during the zero vector time of either <000> or <111>, there are no 































































2.3.5  Summary of MM Noises 
According to the symmetric structure of the three phases, similar study can be carried out 
during the other non-zero voltage vectors, like <010>, <101> and etc. Table 2.1 summarizes the 




When there is zero-vector (<000> or <111>) operating in the inverter, the current on each of 
the three phases is identical and no MM noise can be found in the measurement. During other 
switching statuses, the MM noise magnitude on each phase changes from twice to four times of 
the AC CM noise. 
 
2.4  Motor Drive AC MM Noise Experimental Verification 
Literature shows efforts in either obtaining some insightful vision of the MM noise at certain 
frequency [11], or acquiring the spectrum of MM noise through modeling and calculation [58]. 
However, a direct measurement of the MM noise spectrum in the standard range of frequency 
(i.e. 150 kHz to 30 MHz) from experiment is still under development. Focusing on improving the 
practical EMI filter design, the authors would, instead of keeping on purifying the MM noise 
from DM noise spectrum, prefer an actual set of experiments which can validate the MM 
Table 2.1: CM and MM Noises Summary for All Possible Switching Conditions 
 <000> <100> <010> <001> <110> <101> <011> <111> 
IACCM IO -IO/3 -IO/3 -IO/3 IO/3 IO/3 IO/3 IO 
IMM_A 0 -4IACCM 2IACCM 2IACCM 2IACCM 2IACCM -4IACCM 0 
IMM_B 0 2IACCM -4IACCM 2IACCM 2IACCM -4IACCM 2IACCM 0 





phenomena and their impact on the selection of EMI filters, since this is more straightforward for 
helping designing the filter.  
Figure 1.12 shows the setup of a prototype motor drive system. The testbed is constructed 
according to the Standard DO160, including the DC input side feed-through capacitors and line-
impedance-stabilization-networks (LISNs). One commercial motor drive from Vacon® is 
utilized as the power stage. On the output side, one 10 feet 3-conductor cable is applied with 
standoff, keeping it certain distance away from the common ground of copper sheet. One set of 
dynamometer with induction machine is connected as the motor load. During operation, 540 Vdc 
is applied to the motor drive. With 16 kHz switching frequency, the induction machine is 






























Figure 2.11 shows the measured results of ac output side DM bare noises. The DO160 standard 
emission limit is also drawn in the spectrum as a reference. As shown, the DM noise on the ac 
output side has exceeded the DO160 limit. According to traditional filter design methods, one 
three-phase LC filter is implemented to the output side of the motor drive, as shown in Figure 
2.12.  With three 140 µH DM inductors and three 50 nF film capacitors in star-connection, 
attenuation of the AC DM noise is expected beyond the crossover frequency of 60 kHz. As 
shown in Figure 2.13, the green curve is the AC DM noise after adding the LC filter. Beyond the 











Figure 2.12. Ac side three-phase DM LC filter 
 
 
 From traditional filter design method, the lower the crossover frequency, the higher 
attenuation the LC filter will achieve. However, as the authors try to increase the DM inductance 
or capacitance, the AC DM noise does not get suppressed further. In fact, the AC DM noises 
with different LC filters show similar emission. As shown in Figure 2.14, different AC DM LC 
filters have been tried. With three 160 µH DM inductors and three 68 nF film capacitors, the 




noise beyond that is similar with the previous test results shown in Figure 2.13. By further 
increasing the DM capacitance to 100 nF and reducing the crossover frequency to around 40 
kHz, similar phenomena has been found. The attenuation of the filter does not show much 
difference comparing with the original 140 µH DM inductors and 50 nF DM capacitors. 
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Figure 2.14. AC DM noise with different AC DM LC filters 
 
However, when a simple CM LC filter is added into the circuit, change in the DM noise 
spectrum happens. As shown in Figure 2.15, a three-phase CM choke of 200 uH CM inductance 
has been put in series with the 140 µH DM inductors. At the same time, the three DM capacitors 
have been grounded at the common point, which makes the 50 nF capacitor act also as CM 
capacitors. As a result, a CM LC filter is realized in the motor drive system. Considering the 
leakage inductance of 3 µH from the CM choke, there is no significant influence on the 
crossover frequency of the DM LC filter. Based on the knowledge of conventional EMI filter 
design, this new filter structure will only filter the ac output CM noise. No significant change in 
DM noise spectrum is expected. However, as shown in Figure 2.16, the magenta curve of the 















Figure 2.15. Ac side AC CM and DM LC filter 
 
 
Figure 2.16 is showing the fact that the CM filter is helping attenuate the DM noise, which 
actually validates the existence of the MM noise in the motor drive system. The previous 
unsuppressed noise in Figure 2.14 is mainly the MM noise transferred from the CM spectrum. 
The CM filter in Figure 2.15 attenuates the CM noise. As a result, the MM noise is largely 
suppressed. Hence the green curve in Figure 2.16 get further attenuated, considering a large part 
of it is the MM noise which has been attenuated. The magenta curve in Figure 2.16 shows a 40 



























ACDM Noise w/ ACDM Filter
ACDM Noise w/ ACDM/CM Filter
 
Figure 2.16. AC DM noise comparison: with AC DM filter vs. with AC CM and DM filter 
 
2.5  Discussion on Impact of MM Noise on Filter Design 
 As discussed in Section 2.4, the green curve in Figure 2.16 is not only intrinsic ac DM noise. 
Part of it is the MM noise going through the ground. Considering its characteristics, no so-called 
MM filter is needed to attenuate it. Typical CM filters either increasing or bypassing the output 
grounding impedance will help suppress the MM noise. If CM noise is well attenuated, MM 
noise will not cause total noise exceeding standards. Meanwhile, like the discussion in SMPS, 
DM capacitors, as part of traditional DM filter, will create low impedance path among phases, 
making all three phases balance, which puts an end to the MM phenomenon unless intrinsic 
unbalance existing in cable and motor. In short, the MM noise is not an extra type of noise 
decoupled from the line noise of three-phase, and it does not require extra filtering itself. 
However, the existence of the MM noise will influence the DM filter design by misleading 




shown in the example in Section IV, the MM noise will give filter designers a misconception of 
higher DM noise than the real value. This misrecognition of the DM noise will introduce larger 
DM filter than needed.  
If the designers are not familiar with the feature of the MM noise and its influence, following 
the procedure proposed in [64], more and more DM inductance and capacitance will be added. 
However, this action of reducing crossover frequency will not help attenuate the DM noise until 
the DM inductance is large enough to act as a CM inductor and suppress the MM noise. 
Considering the test result shown in Figure 2.16, it is conservative to assuming 600 µH DM 
inductance is needed to achieve this. Around 4 times of the DM inductance is needed. The higher 
power rating the system has, the bigger and heavier these three DM inductors will be comparing 
with CM choke. A design of 100 kW, 200 Arms, 400 Hz motor drive application is selected as 
an example. As can be found in Figure 2.17, without understanding the MM noise, two more 
times of weight is added into the design.  
As discussed above, no special filter is needed to suppress the MM noise. If both CM and DM 
noises are well attenuated, the MM noise is suppressed. However, to avoid the overdesign like 
the example in Figure 2.17, the EMI filter design procedure should be reconsidered. In case of 
the existence of high level of MM noise emission, it is recommended to implement both CM and 
DM filter when checking if the DM noise is attenuated by the designed DM filter. When CM 
noise is suppressed by the CM filter, the influence of the MM noise on DM bare noise 























Figure 2.17. Example design comparison: with and without considering MM noise 
 
 
2.6  Conclusions 
The MM noise is one key factor influencing the EMI filter design. In this chapter, the MM 
noise has been analyzed on the output side of the three-phase motor drive system. Being different 
from the study of CM and DM noises, one analysis method is proposed for characterizing the 
MM noise. The generating scheme as well as amplitude and direction of the MM noise at every 
possible switch condition in three-phase inverter operation is analyzed and summarized under 
ideal condition when all three phases are perfectly symmetric. According to the propagation 
feature of the MM noise, one set of comparing experiments are designed and the existence of the 
MM noise is verified. Discuss on the impact of the MM noise is carried out with one example 
filter design. The example shows that if not concerning the MM noise, DM filter much bigger 





Chapter 3 EMI Noise Mode Transformation  
Due to Propagation Path Unbalance 
 
 
3.1  Introduction 
Besides the MM noise discussed in Chapter 2, one more phenomenon that may cause filter 
overdesign or unnecessary iteration is the transformations of the noise mode between the CM 
and DM. The studies of the noise mode transformation (NMT) are mainly in the area of 
switching mode power supply application. The analysis of NMT can be divided into two parts. 
One is focusing on the general characterization of the NMT without specific converter 
application. S. Wang and etc. [65-70] have discussed the filter component unbalance and its 
impact on the filter insertion gain through NMT. The other part of the study concentrates on the 
EMI filter design practice. Comparison of EMI filter design in SMPS applications has been 
carried out in [71-76].  
In this chapter, the system unbalance and noise mode transformation in three-phase VSI motor 
drives are analyzed. In Section 3.2, the DC CM noise path unbalance is studied. The 
corresponding CM noise transformed to the DM spectrum can then be characterized accordingly. 
Experimental verification of the DC CM noise transformation is verified in a prototype system. 




The transformation of AC DM noise to CM is observed through equivalent circuit simulation. 
Section 3.5 gives the conclusion of the work.  
 
3.2  DC CM Noise Propagation Unbalance and DC CM Noise Transformation  
Figure 3.1 shows a typical structure of the dc-fed motor drive system. The dashed lines with 
capacitors indicate the paths of CM noise propagation, including the parasitic grounding 
capacitances. For the DC side propagation path, the line-impedance-stabilization-networks 
(LISNs) are also included. As part of the EMI regulation, the input impedance of the LISN is 
usually defined in the standard [25]. However, the grounding branches of the highlighted parts in 
Figure 3.1 are not strictly regulated. For commercial products, the tolerance of the resistor and 
capacitor is varied from 10% to 20%, which means there is an expected difference between the 
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Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 show the CM noise propagation path when one top switch and two 
bottom switches are conducting. As shown in the figures, on the power stage side, the decoupling 
capacitor at the inverter input end helps balance the positive and negative bus. However, if the 
grounding branches of the LISNs, namely the CP & RP and CN & RN, are different, the 
charging or discharging currents of the positive and negative buses cannot be identical. As a 
result, the total grounding currents going through the positive bus and negative bus are different, 
as shown in (3.1). 














































Figure 3.3. Dc side grounding capacitance discharging during <100> 
 
Since the grounding current going through the positive and negative buses are different, the 
DC DM noise measurement will include this grounding current difference. Therefore, part of the 
CM noise is transferred to the DM spectrum, which is also called the mixed-mode (MM) noise 
referred to [11]. Since originated from the CM noise, no extra so-called “MM filters” are needed, 
since it will be well attenuated if the CM noise can be filtered by a typical CM filter. But if this 
MM noise is not well configured, it will mislead the designer by applying more and more DM 
filter and cause filter overdesign, because this part of noise cannot be effectively suppressed by 










Figure 3.4 shows the system circuit with DC DM filters. A series of typical DM LC filters 









Figure 3.4. Motor drive system with DC CM LC filter 
 
Figure 3.5 displays the DC DM noise comparison results before and after adding the DM 
filters. The blue curve shows the system bare DC DM noise without any filter. The green one 
stands for the DM noise when adding the filter of 10 µH and 50 nF. The magenta curve is for the 
DM noise with 10 µH and 15 µF. Figure 3.5 shows that the DM filters are effective in filtering 
the noise, since both the green and magenta curves have a part of noise lower than the blue bare 
noise, beyond their own cut-off frequency, namely 225 kHz for the green one and 13 kHz for the 
magenta one. However, both filters stop functioning as attenuating DM noise beyond around 500 
kHz. As can be seen, the green and magenta curves have similar level of emission comparing 
with the blue bare noise between 500 kHz to 2 MHz. Beyond 2 MHz, there are influence from 
parasitic components, which will cause some difference, but still it is not as expected from a 
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Figure 3.5. DC DM noise comparison: with and without DC DM filter 
 
As a comparison, one CM filter is added into the system with DM filter in it, as shown in 
Figure 3.6. One DC CM choke is implemented, whose leakage inductance is 10 µH, standing for 
the DM inductors. Grounding capacitors of 50 nF are added on both positive and negative sides. 














Figure 3.7 shows the DC DM noise results after adding the DC CM filter. As the new magenta 
curve representing the DC DM noise after adding both CM and DM filters, it is observed that the 
previous un-suppressed noise are well attenuated, which indicates that this part of noise can be 

























Figure 3.7. DC DM noise comparison: with DC DM filter vs. with both DC CM and DM filter 
 
 
3.3  DM Noise Propagation Unbalance and DM Noise Transformation  
In DM noise propagation path, the discrepancies among the three-phase components of the 
DM filter are the main contribution to the noise propagation path unbalance. In a system with a 
typical DM LC filter as shown in Figure 3.8, usually it is assumed that all three phases have 
identical value of DM inductance and phase-to-phase capacitance. However, in practice, this 
assumption is difficult to approach. The accuracy of the values of the inductance and capacitance 




of 5% tolerance for commercial film capacitors. Concerning the tolerance of the core parameters 
and winding conditions, three perfectly identical DM inductors are not easy to realize either. 









Figure 3.8. Ac side DM LC filter 
 
This unbalance of the DM noise path will introduce transformation of the DM noise into CM 
spectrum. If the DM noise level is low, this transformation will not cause problems in CM filter 
design. However, the DM LC filter often brings in DM noise resonance at its cut-off frequency. 







Figure 3.9. CM noise analysis in simulation 
 
 
One simulation file is set up in Synopsis Saber
®
 as shown in Figure 3.9 for the condition when 
only one top switch is conducting. The current going through the grounding capacitance of the 
motor (30 nF from commercial motor measurement) can then be treated as the CM current. As 
shown in Figure 3.10, if purposely unbalancing the three DM inductances from 0% to 20%, the 
DM LC resonance can be found in this CM current, which shows the existence of the DM to CM 






Figure 3.10. CM current simulation result at <100> 
 
To get a better view of this unbalance and its influence on DM noise transformation to CM, a 
typical CM LC filter is added into the prototype motor drive system, including three 50 nF Y-
capacitors and two three-phase CM choke both having 200 µH CM inductance but slightly 
different leakage inductance. One is 2.5 µH and the other is 3.5 µH. The equivalent circuit is 












Figure 3.12 shows the AC CM noise measurement results comparison from the spectrum 
analyzer. The blue curve is the AC CM bare noise. The green and magenta curves stand for the 
AC CM noise after implementing two different LC filters. The green one has bigger leakage 
inductance and the magenta one has smaller value. Resonance peaks can be found in the two 
attenuated CM noise curves, at 380 kHz (green) and 450 kHz (magenta) accordingly. In Figure 
3.13, the impedance of the leakage inductances of the two CM chokes are compared with the 
grounding capacitance of 50 nF. The two crossing points of the three impedance curves are also 
at 380 kHz and 450 kHz, which represent the resonance frequencies of the leakage inductance of 
the CM LC filter and phase-to-phase capacitor. This indicates that the resonance peaks in Figure 
3.12 are caused by the resonance of impedance in Figure 3.13. In the other way, this resonance in 
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Figure 3.13. Leakage inductance and CM capacitor impedance 
 
 
3.4  Conclusion  
The noise transformation is one key factor influencing the EMI filter design. In this chapter, 
focusing on the motor drive system, the reason of noise transformation is discussed. For the CM 
noise emission propagation path, the unbalance from the LISNs grounding branches introduces 
CM noise transformation to DM. Meanwhile, the component value difference among three 
phases in DM filters causes DM noise path unbalance and results in DM noise transformation to 
CM spectrum. Experimental results have verified the existence of both CM and DM noise 
transformation. A comprehensive design method considering the effects of unbalance and noise 






Chapter 4 Motor-end EMI Filter on Output 
Common-mode Noise Suppression  
 
 
4.1  Introduction 
For the suppression of the CM noise, the traditional method is to add EMI filters on the output 
terminals of motor drive, or inverter-end (IE) filters [29, 57, 77]. This method is proved to be 
effective in CM noise attenuation. However, as the essence of EMI filters, inductors and 
capacitors usually bring in extra weight and volume into the system, which is undesirable in 
transportation applications like the electric vehicles and the more-electric aircrafts [20]. 
Meanwhile, the filter design method is often not easy to conduct. Because of the difficulty in 
predicting the system original “bare” CM emissions without the knowledge of the high 
frequency impedance information of the system, especially cable and motor, most of the filter 
design procedures only start after the fabrication of the motor drive power stage. And these 
procedures are frequently accompanied with time-consuming iteration tests, since the attenuation 
effect of the filters are also influenced by the unknown system impedance information. 
In other words, if the impedance information of the cable and motor can be obtained, or even 
modified through attaching EMI filters at the motor end, the CM noise emission can be not only 
predicted, but even designed to be reduced. With a better and known impedance of the motor and 




reduced with a more systematical design. An effective way of knowing and modifying the cable 
and motor impedance is by adding an EMI filter at the motor end. If there is impedance 
mismatch between the filter and the cable and motor in the conducted EMI frequency range, 
impedance will be shown as the filter impedance.  
The structures of the motor-end EMI filter have been studied since late 1990s. G. Skibinski 
[78] proposed an RC damping topology at the motor end of the long cable for the motor terminal 
overvoltage suppression. In 1999, N. Aoki etc. [56] derived analytical design approaches for two 
types of motor-terminal damping networks, with the similar purpose of the long-cable 
overvoltage attenuation. Later on, the motor feed cable terminators [79] as well as the surge and 
EMI noise control board [80] are also developed with the idea of adding passive components at 
the motor end. These are all effective practices of applying motor-end filters; however, their first 
concern is the differential-mode overvoltage at the motor terminals, not the common-mode EMI 
noise emission.  
This chapter discusses the application of the motor-end filter for the CM noise attenuation. In 
Section 4.2, the possible structures of the motor-end filter have been discussed, and compared 
with the inverter-end (IE) filters. According to the analysis of the CM noise propagation path and 
the emission acquisition method, the motor-end topologies have been categorized as motor-front-
end (MFE) and motor-chassis-end (MCE). Focusing on the CM noise suppression, this chapter 
concentrates on the condition when there is minor effect from the cable length and the cable 
grounding parasitic impedance. In Section 4.3 and 4.4, detailed analysis of the MFE and MCE 
filters are described separately, with example filters designed and tested in a prototype motor 
drive system, compared with a conventional IE CM choke. The benefits and restrictions of the 




4.2  Motor-End EMI Filter Implementation Discussion  
The output CM current emission is determined by both the PWM CM voltage and the CM 
noise propagation path impedance [36, 77]. One typical circuit configuration of a dc-fed motor 
drive system is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The blue and red dashed lines indicate the propagation 
path of the CM noise emission for both the output and input sides.  
The output CM current noise is captured through a high-frequency current transformer (CT). As 
shown in Figure 4.1, the CM voltage acts like a noise source which applies to the propagation 
path impedance. Accordingly, an equivalent single-phase circuit can be derived in Figure 4.2. In 
it, the input side CM path is simplified as the DC load impedance Zdc_load, while the output side 
as the AC load impedance Zac_load. The IGBT-to-heat-sink parasitic capacitances are named as 
the source impedance for both the DC (Zdc_source) and AC (Zac_source) sides. Therefore, the output 


















        (4.1) 
Equation (1) shows that both the Vcm and the impedances contribute to the CM noise emission. 
Conventional inverter-end filters mainly focus on modifying the noise source impedance, by 
increasing it with series-connected three-phase CM chokes, or by creating a low impedance 
bypassing path in it, like the grounding capacitors, so that the high frequency CM noise emission 
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Figure 4.1. AC CM noise measurement in three-phase motor drive system 
 
On the contrary, a motor-end filter aims at altering the load impedance Zac_load so that the Icm in 
(4.1) can be reduced. Since the EMI noise is measured at the output terminal of the motor drive, 
the bypassing-branch topology is not applicable for the motor-end filters. On the other hand, 
because of the relative high impedance of the Zac_source and Zdc_source in Figure 4.2, a higher 
Zac_load will introduce lower level of the Icm emission. Hence the motor-end filters are targeting 
on increasing the output impedance Zac_load through series-connecting passive components with 
high impedance at high frequency range. Consequently, inductors are selected and two kinds of 
CM inductor-based motor-end filter connections are mainly analyzed in this chapter. The first 
one is by inserting a three-phase CM choke at the three input terminals of the motor, with the 
name of the motor-front-end (MFE) filter, which is shown in Figure 4.3. The other one is by 
connecting an inductor between the motor chassis and the ground, which is called the motor-








































4.3  Motor-Front-End (MFE) Filter Design and Analysis  
The major difference of the MFE filter from the IE CM inductor is the location of the CM 
choke. In the case with a three-wire unshielded cable shorter than 10 feet, the long-cable effect 
and cable grounding impedance can be both neglected [81], which simplifies the AC side path as 
a series-connecting circuit. Thus the functions of the IE and the MFE filters are similar, with the 
attenuation on CM noise written as (4.2). In it, the Zac_L stands for the impedance of either the IE 












































An example three-phase CM choke is wound with the information shown in Table 4.1, which 
is used as either the IE filter or the MFE filter. The impedance of the choke is compared with the 
Zac_load of the prototype system in Figure 4.5, together with the modified output impedance after 
implementing the IE or the MFE filter. Since the choke impedance is much higher than the 









Wire Gauge 17 AWG 17 AWG
Core OD 68 mm 68 mm
Core ID 19 mm 19 mm






original motor and cable impedance beyond 100 kHz, the Zac_load can be changed to 
approximately the choke impedance with series-connection. The MFE filter, as the green curve 
shows, has similar performance on the Zac_load improvement with the conventional IE filter, from 
150 kHz to around 2 MHz. Beyond 2 MHz, the MFE filter is influenced by the cable grounding 
parasitic, with around 10 dB lower magnitude than the IE filter, but still higher than the original 
Zac_load, which means benefits on the CM noise attenuation. Figure 4.6 illustrates the measured 
output CM noise emissions. Compared with the system bare CM noise without any filters in the 
blue curve, both the IE filter and the MFE filter show similar contributions on the CM noise 
suppression between 200 kHz and 2 MHz, which matches with the impedance measurement 
results. Though not as large, the MFE filter still introduces some further attenuation beyond 2 





































|Zac load + MFE Filter|
|Zac load + IE Filter|
 




4.4  Motor-Chassis-End (MCE) Filter Implementation Practice Discussion  
For safety concerns, the motor chassis is usually directly grounded or guarded with special 
attention [82].  The discussion in this chapter is under the condition of the guarded motor frame. 
As shown in Figure 4.6, the MCE filter effectively avoids conducting the main current going 
through the cable, which can largely save the size and weight of the EMI filters in high power 
applications. Moreover, only one winding is required in the MCE connection, which can further 


































|CM Noise with IE Filter|
|CM Noise with MFE Filter|
 
Figure 4.6. CM noise comparison: with MFE vs. with IE filter 
 
One demo MCE filter is wound as shown in Table 4.1. For comparison with the MFE and the 
IE choke, same core and winding turns are selected. As a result, the impedance of the MCE 
inductor is in agreement with the MFE choke until 5 to 6 MHz in Figure 4.7. The difference of 
parasitic winding capacitance results in the discrepancies beyond 6 MHz. When connecting to 




Zac_load as much as the IE choke, however only in the range within 2 MHz. In the higher range of 
frequency, the impedance improvement effect of the MCE filter is reduced due to the parasitic 
capacitance coupling between the motor chassis and the common grounding, together with the 




































Figure 4.7. Impedance comparison of example MFE and MCE inductors 
 
Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 list three typical cases of interactions between the 
motor chassis and the ground. Considering the capacitance between the motor chassis and the 
common grounding sheet is the major factor influencing the effect of the MCE filter, the relative 
position of the motor chassis and the copper sheet is varied. In Case I, the motor and base is put 
away from the common copper grounding sheet. In Case II, the whole motor load is located 




































|Zac load + IE Filter|
|Zac load + MCE Filter|
 
Figure 4.8. Output impedance comparison: load with IE filter vs. load with MCE filter 
 
The MCE filter is added between the motor chassis and the common ground. Figure 4.12 
shows the measured output CM impedance of the three different cases, comparing with the 
original AC load impedance. From the measurement results, the location of the motor chassis to 
the grounding sheet influences the performance of the MCE filter. 
 
MCE Connection Case I
 





MCE Connection Case II
 
Figure 4.10. MCE layout: Case 2 
 
 
MCE Connection Case III
 








However, even if there is side effect from the parasitic impedances, there is still around 10 dB 































|Zac load + MCE| in Case I
|Zac load + MCE| in Case II
|Zac load + MCE| in Case III
 
Figure 4.12. Output impedance comparison with different layout cases 
 
Figure 4.13 shows the CM noise emission of the system with the MCE filter, comparing with 
the traditional IE filter. As expected from the impedance comparison in Figure 4.12, the magenta 
curve (the MCE filtering results) still has around 10 dBµA attenuation from the blue one of the 
original system bare noise, although not as great as the suppression from the conventional IE 






































|CM Noise with IE Filter|
|CM Noise with MCE Filter|
 
Figure 4.13. CM noise comparison: with IE filter vs. with MCE filter 
 
 
4.5  Conclusion  
This chapter discusses the effects of applying the motor-end EMI filter for conducted CM 
noise suppression. Two typical types of motor-end filters are analyzed and compared based on 
prototype system experiments. Although suffered from grounding parasitic impedance influence 
beyond around 2 MHz for both, the MFE and MCE filters show benefits in high power high 
density motor drive design. Under the condition of short, unshielded three-wire cable feeding, 
the MFE filter has similar noise attenuation performance with the IE CM choke, which can help 
save the steps of the conventional inverter-end EMI filter design and iteration, since the system 
bare noise can be reduced. The MCE filter is also a potential option in saving the magnetic 







Chapter 5 A Practical Liquid-Cooling Design 
Procedure for Magnetic Components in High 
Power Dc-Fed Motor Drives 
 
5.1  Introduction 
Magnetic components in dc-fed motor drives mainly include common and differential-mode 
inductors of electromagnetic interference (EMI) filters, and sometimes interphase inductors for 
the interleaved topology. For high power motor drive systems, thermal is usually one key factor 
limiting the power density of these magnetic components, and therefore the power density of the 
entire system [20]. To approach high density design, especially in applications of hybrid and 
electric vehicle and more-electric-aircraft, liquid-cooling is one important and effective thermal 
management method [83-85].  
Inductors have three-dimensional heat source and uneven surface of loss dissipation. As a 
result, different methods need to be considered, other than directly putting the inductor on the 
cold plate, as in the practice of semiconductor device cooling design. Encapsulations are usually 
applied to inductors before attaching them to the cold plate [86]. These enclosures can create a 
more intimate contacting surface with the coldplate. Meanwhile, the relatively-higher-thermal-
conductivity potting materials are supposed to fill all the air gaps between winding turns and 




Regional hot spot in the inductor can be avoided. [87-94] have indicated industrial efforts on 
several types of encapsulation methods for different shapes of inductors. For detailed thermal 
model study, [95] and [86] have carried out finite element analysis based on three-dimensional 
multiphysics software. These methods of liquid-cooling design are proved effective in matching 
with test results. However, from a practical magnetic designer’s point of view, these methods are 
not straightforward enough in guiding the design procedure, mainly in three aspects.  
Firstly, in the cooling setup building process, there are unpredictable factors that would 
influence the thermal performance. As shown in [86] and [95], potting is one key step in the 
cooling realization. Considering the viscosity of the potting material before curing, there might 
be voids in the final fabrication. These air voids would have negative impact on the thermal 
conductivity of the encapsulation. It is difficult to model these influences in simulation without 
doing any tests. [86] has raised the hybrid method combining both 3D simulation and practical 
measurement to develop the encapsulation model. Based on this method but aiming at potting 
evaluation, the author would recommend a simplified method to verify the thermal performance 
of potting process. 
Meanwhile, detailed FEA simulation models are usually needed. To reach required accuracy, 
time-consuming initial condition setting and parameter tuning are often inevitable. These 
methods would work well with one inductor cooling design. However, when there are multiple 
design tasks including CM, DM and interphase inductors, it would take much longer time to 
build models for each of the inductors since they are different in shape, material and heat source. 
In this work, an experiment-based practical thermal model characterization method is suggested.  
Last but not least, the uncertainty of the loss model of the inductors needs to be considered. In 




since the excitations are usually non-sinusoidal. There are methods estimating the core [96-99] 
and winding losses [100, 101] under certain operation conditions. However, the interaction 
between the loss and component temperature always requires special attention [86]. That’s why 
people usually go back to 3D multiphysics FEM for predicting the final loss of the inductors at 
steady state, which can be very accurate with the penalty of large amount of efforts and time 
consumed. At the same time, if any thermal failure happens to these inductors, possible damage 
might occur to other components in the system. Iterations on building the power stage together 
with the inductors are essentially expensive and time-consuming considering high power 
applications. Considering both aspects, tests that can emulate the excitations of inductors in the 
final systems are necessary, before final magnetic implementation and system-level thermal 
tests. In this chapter, a general purpose thermal testbed has been built to emulate real conditions 
of high power motor drives. Practical thermal tests can be carried out based on this testbed to 
characterize the loss of the inductor in condition of the final system, before really implementing 
the components into the final system and running system-level tests.  
This chapter is organized in the following way. In section 1, the commonly-used encapsulation 
method for inductor is introduced. Based on previous study, a simplified one dimensional 
thermal model is built. Initial design of the inductors can be carried out according to the model. 
In section 2, a simplified evaluation test can be carried out to ensure the potting process is correct 
and effective. Cooling models of different inductors are developed based on experiments in 
section 3. In section 4, before putting the components into final system, a testbed has been built, 
emulating the excitations on the inductors in the final system. An example interphase inductor 




Section 5 combines the techniques explained in Section 1 to 4 and summarizes a practical liquid 
cooling design procedure for the magnetic components in high power motor drives.  
 
5.2  Inductor Liquid Cooling Introduction 
Different patterns of encapsulation methods for inductors have been invented since. Among 
























Figure 5.2. A simplified thermal model for inductor liquid cooling 
 
Relatively high conductivity materials like copper or aluminum have been selected as the 
enclosure of the inductor. These cases have flat and smooth surface contacting with the cold 




between the case bottom surface and the cold plate. Inside the case, the wound inductor is held. 
Thermal conductive but electrical insulated materials like thermal epoxies are selected to fill the 
spaces between the inductor and the case. As summarized in [86], the major heat transferring 
path lays in the vertical direction, from the heat source of the inductor winding and core to the 
bottom of the case and finally reaches the ambient media of liquid coolant. As a result, a 
simplified one dimensional thermal model of the system can be summarized as shown in Figure 
5.2. 
In the equivalent thermal circuit, the current source stands for the simplified heat source of the 
inductor. The thermal resistance of Rs2c represents the media between the heat source of the 
inductor and the case enclosure. In it, it is mainly the potting material. Considering the 
temperature drop on this layer, the thinner potting material has the better cooling performance. In 
practice, the feasible minimum dielectric thickness can be assumed. In the design example, one 
epoxy-based potting material named Duralco® 128 is selected. According to its material 
datasheet, a 1 mm layer is applied on the internal surface of different shapes of aluminum cases, 
as shown in Figure 5.3. 
 
 




Hipot tests can be carried out for these layers, ensuring the insulation of at least 2000Vac, as 
shown in Figure 5.4. 
 
Figure 5.4. Hipot tests for CM and DM cases with potting 
 





                   (5.1) 
In (5.1), l stands for the thickness of the potting material. A represents the contacting area of 
the surface. k indicates the ideal thermal conductivity of the potting material referring to its 
datasheet. 
Rc2cp in Figure 5.2 stands for the thermal resistance between the case bottom layer and the cold 
plate. In practice, the thickness of the metal case needs to be concerned. For high density design, 
the thickness is often defined as 1/16”. According to (5.1) with the metal thermal conductivity, 
the case bottom layer thermal resistance can be obtained. The thermal resistance of the TIM can 
be looked up from its datasheet. Considering the footprint of the example inductors are normally 
over 30 inch
2
, the thermal resistance of the TIM layer is within 0.1
o
C/W  
The last part of the thermal model in Figure 5.2 is the thermal resistance between the top 




up in the datasheet of the commercial cold plate. In this work, a Hi-Contact
®
 series cold plate 
from Aavid
®
 is selected. According to the coolant flow rate and pressure drop, the thermal 
resistance Rcp2a can be identified as 0.01
o
C/W. 
As a result, based on this simplified thermal model, the relationship between the temperature 
rise at the bottom of the inductor and the total loss of the inductor can be identified. This is not 
an accurate model. It ignores the difference of the temperatures at different spots of the inductor. 
The heat transfer at the horizontal direction is also neglected based on the thermal resistance 
comparison in [86]. The potting process is also assumed to be perfect, without any voids. An 
initial design can be carried out for the selection of the core and winding size of the inductor.  
In an example design of the DC CM inductor, with the calculation loss of 300 W when 
carrying 200 Adc, the design of the case can be shown in Figure 5.5. The picture of the DC CM 
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Figure 5.6. CM choke before put in the cooling case 
 
5.3  Potting Procedure Evaluation 
To ensure the expected thermal conductivity of the potting material, evaluation tests are 
needed. In [86], a method is proposed by adding a resistor-based heat source at different surfaces 
of the potted case.  
However, in real case, the heat source is inside the case, in the midst of the potting material. As 
a result, the author recommends a new by building a round shape of resistor as shown in Figure 
5.7 and Figure 5.8. This resistor is emulating the shape of the heat source of the inductor. It is 
buried in the case with potting material. To reduce possible voids in the potting material, a 
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Figure 5.10. Thermal test setup for potting evaluation 
 
 
To verify the potting results, dc power can be applied to the case as shown in Figure 5.10. The 
temperature rise of the resistor will indicate the cooling performance of the setup. As shown in 
the simplified one dimensional cooling model, the thermal resistance of the potting material can 
be estimated as 3.5 to 3.8 W/m/k. The calculated result from the size of the case and the potting 
material datasheet is around 4 W/m/k. This test verifies the processing procedure of potting. 
 
5.4  Thermal Model Evaluation 
After evaluating the potting process, the same process of potting can be applied to the designed 










Figure 5.11. Thermocouple attachment on the surface of core 
 
Figure 5.12 illustrates the DC CM choke after putting in the case. Figure 5.13 shows the final 










Figure 5.13. DC CM choke in cooling case with potting 
 
For thermal model evaluation, dc current tests are preferred since the loss of the inductor can 
be easily recognized. A 5 V 500 Adc power supply is applied. The testing schematic is shown in 










Figure 5.15 shows the setup of the thermal test after mounting the case on the cold plate. For 
better infrared imaging, the surface of the potted choke is painted black. 
 
 
Figure 5.15. DC Cm choke thermal model evaluation test setup 
 
In Figure 5.16, the thermal images of the choke carrying different dc currents have been 
captured. 
 
100 A Test Results
300 A Test Results
150 A Test Results
200 A Test Results
 




By testing the DC CM choke at different dc current rating, the loss dissipated by the setup can 
be obtained. As a result, the relationship of the temperature with the loss can be summarized as 
Figure 5.17.  
 































Figure 5.17. DC CM choke thermal modeling 
 
 
From Figure 5.17, it can be found that there is almost a linear relationship between the 
temperatures of different spots of the inductor and the loss. Although there are temperature 
differences among the different spots, they are around the tolerance of the thermocouple 
tolerance. For a conservative design, the thermal model of the DC CM choke can be estimated as 
the hot spot of the core bottom results shown as the black dash line, which is around 0.24 
o
C/W.  
Similar thermal model evaluation can be carried out for other inductors with different shapes. 
Figure 5.18 shows the design of three DM inductors. Smaller cases are applied considering the 






Figure 5.18. DM inductors in cooling cases 
 
Similar testing setup can be built for the characterization of the DM inductors, following the 
















The thermal image of DM inductor carrying 100 Adc is shown in Figure 5.20. 
 
 
Figure 5.20. DM inductors thermal imaging during tests 
 
The thermal model can also be summarized as shown in Figure 5.21. 































Considering the contacting area of the DM inductor cooling setup is smaller than DC CM 




5.5  Loss Characterization and Final System Emulation 
Even after getting the thermal model of the cooling setup, it is not carefree to directly 
implement the magnetic component into the final system. Considering the difficulty of core and 
winding loss estimation, there is still the possibility of overheating the inductors to its limit. The 
analysis of the loss evaluation is based on an example interphase inductor design. Figure 5.22 




















Figure 5.22. Interphase inductors in interleaved motor drive system 
 
As discussed in [51], the interleaved topology has the benefits of eliminating certain orders of 
switching frequency harmonics. However, to reach such advantage, special attentions are needed 
at the interphase point of the two interleaved inverters. Because of the phase-shifting of the two 




of the same phase of VSI1 and VSI2. Interphase inductors are thus required to suppress the 




























If the interphase inductor is overheated to insulation or saturation limit, overcurrent may occur 
through IGBT devices and causing power stage damage. To avoid such happen in final tests, an 
emulating testbed circuit is designed as shown in Figure 5.25. A commercial 30 hp motor drive is 
utilized. Customized controller is implemented to generate single-phase output voltage 
waveform as shown in Figure 5.24. 
Following the design steps in the previous sections, an interphase inductor is designed as 
shown in Figure 5.26. Cooling case has been designed and potting material has been added for 
the interphase inductor as shown in Figure 5.27. The inductor in Figure 5.28 has been mounted 
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Figure 5.28. Interphase inductor thermal test setup 
 
Volt-second excitation can be applied on the inductor to emulate the core loss, as shown in 
Figure 5.29. The yellow wave is the voltage applied to the inductor, and the red one is the current 




smaller than 1 A, which means the winding loss is negligible. As a result, the temperature rise is 
mainly caused by the core loss. 
 
 
Figure 5.29. Interphase inductor core loss emulation test 
 
For winding loss emulation, high AC currents are needed. To reach high current value with a 


















Figure 5.30. High current emulation testbed 
 
With these 10:1 transformers, the motor drive testbed can generate 100 Arms / 400 Hz current 












Considering the small leakage inductance of the interphase inductor, the temperature rise of the 
inductor is mainly due to the winding loss. 
Assuming the heat source as a whole, the final temperature rise of the interphase inductor can 
be the sum of the two tests as 37
o
C. In the final power stage system, the test result is around 
40
o
C. The emulation testbed is proved to be effective in estimating the thermal performance of 
the final conditions. 
 
5.6  Summary of Liquid Cooling Design Procedure  
Considering all the aspects of liquid-cooling design of the inductors, a practical procedure can 
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With the simplified thermal model of the cooling setup, initial design of the inductor can be 
carried out. The potting process would be evaluated as the second step, making sure the potting 
material is acting with expected thermal conductivity, before potting the real inductor. If the test 
results is not satisfactory, the potting process needs to be double checked and carried out again 
until the thermal conductivity meet the tolerance range. Afterwards, dc current tests can be 
conducted to characterize the thermal model of the cooling setup. To ensure the inductor is ready 
for final system-level test, the setup is recommended to be put in the emulation testbed and test 
both core and winding loss based on the thermal model in the previous step. If the result is not 
within the expectation, either the emulation test needs to be redesigned, or the loss model of the 
inductor requires further improvement. After the emulation test, this inductor with cooling setup 
can be implemented into the final system for further system-level tests. 
 
5.7  Conclusion  
In this chapter, the author summarizes a practical procedure for the liquid-cooling design of the 
magnetic components in high power motor drive systems. Based on literature study and practical 
experience, the procedure avoids time-consuming FEA simulation. It can be directly used by 






Chapter 6 Parasitic Analysis on Liquid-Cooled 
EMI Filter in DC-Fed Motor Drives 
 
 
6.1  Introduction 
Parasitic components in EMI filters often play an important role in the noise suppressing 
performance. For the parasitic impedance analysis, works are mainly focusing on two aspects. 
One is the characterization of the parasitic components on the filter component itself. For 
example, the equivalent-paralleling capacitance (EPC) and leakage inductance [26, 54, 102-105] 
of single- and three-phase common-mode chokes have been modeled according to the physical 
structure of the cores and windings. Similarly, the influence of the lead length of the DM 
capacitors on the equivalent-series-inductance (ESL) has been discussed in [67]. The impedance 
change caused by parasitic components can lead to change on the practical noise attenuation. The 
other aspect of parasitic study is focusing on the mutual coupling between different filter 
components. Simplified models and design rules have been summarized for either capacitive 
coupling [106] or magnetic coupling [66, 107].  
These works introduce the concept of high frequency (10s kHz to 10s MHz) impedance 
characterization into the power electronics design. However, mainly based on functional 
verification of either single or three-phase EMI filters, most of these studies do not consider the 




In the application of high power motor drives in transportation systems, liquid-cooling is 
usually one key method of thermal management for the inductors in EMI filters [86]. As 
discussed in [86] and [95], to get efficient cooling of the inductors, usually case and potting are 
needed to encapsulate the inductor before mounting it on the cold plate. Besides the winding and 
core, two more components are added into the CM or DM inductor structures as the metal case 
and the potting material. 
In this chapter, the influence of cooling encapsulation on CM and DM inductors and their 
related attenuation is analyzed. In section 1, the cooling setups for EMI inductors in high power 
motor drives are introduced. The relative permittivity of the potting material is characterized 
through experiments. In Section 2, the CM impedance characterization of the CM choke is 
reviewed. Based on previous analysis, the case and potting impacts have been taken into 
consideration. The analyzing result has been verified with measurement on prototype single and 
three-phase CM chokes. In Section 3, the leakage inductance of the CM choke with cooling 
encapsulation has been characterized. The influence of the case and potting has been validated 
through leakage inductance measurement. In Section 4, the encapsulation influence on DM 
inductors is summarized and verified. The general influence of the cooling setup is discussed in 
the conclusion section. 
 
6.2  Inductor Liquid-Cooling Setup Introduction 
Comparing with liquid cooling of semiconductor devices, the cooling setup of inductor is 
different in two aspects. Firstly, the heat source of the inductor is three-dimensional. Secondly, 
the surface of the inductor is not as neat as devices, considering the wire and core shape and 




encapsulation technology is usually utilized for the liquid-cooling design of the inductor. In this 
chapter, the case / potting / inductor structure of liquid-cooling is selected as a benchmark. A 
simplified cross-sectional view of the setup can be shown in Figure 6.1.  
In the practice of CM choke and DM inductor design, 1/16” aluminum is selected. Duralco® 
128 is chosen as the potting material. For high density design, the case diameter is selected to be 
as close to the size of the inductor as possible. Figure 6.2 shows the original DC CM choke 
before being put in the case and potted. Figure 6.3 demonstrate the condition when the choke is 
put in the case without potting. Figure 6.4 shows the scene of the DC CM choke after potting. 
 
 









Figure 6.3. DC CM choke in cooling case with potting 
 
 
Similarly, Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5, and Figure 6.6 show the images of the DM inductor in the 













Figure 6.6. DM inductor in cooling case with potting 
 
The potting material is designed aiming at high thermal conductivity. The relative permittivity 
of the material cannot be found in the datasheet. As a result, one test is carried out to characterize 





Figure 6.7. Example capacitor built by potting material vs. air capacitor 
 
Two example capacitors have been built with same plate area and distance. One is filled with 
air and the other is with cured Duralco
®










From the measurement, it can be estimated that the relative permittivity of the potting material 
is around 4. 
 
6.3  Case and Potting Influence on CM Impedance of CM Choke  
According to [108] and [102], the equivalent paralleling capacitance of the CM choke is 
mainly dominated by the turn-to-turn parasitic capacitance. Based on the analysis of capacitance 
on a conductive core in [108], a simplified equivalent circuit can be derived in Figure 6.9. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6
Ctt Ctt Ctt Ctt Ctt
Ctc Ctc Ctc Ctc Ctc Ctc
 
Figure 6.9. Equivalent parasitic capacitance circuit for CM choke 
 
As shown in Figure 6.10, Ctt stands for the equivalent turn-to-turn capacitance. Ctc represents 
the turn-to-case capacitance. As discussed in [108], Ctc = 2Ctt. Assuming single layer of 




















In the equation, EPC(n) stands for the equivalent paralleling capacitance with n turns. As can 
be found, the capacitance value is related to the EPC with (n-2) turns. As a result, for 6-turn 




6                   (6.2) 
According to (6.2), if adding the case without potting, and assuming the CM inductance value 




_                 (6.3) 
Considering the relative permittivity of the potting material, the corner frequency will be 
further reduced by half as (6.4): 
CaseCCaseCPottingC fff ___ 5.0
4
1
             (6.4) 
As verification, the CM impedance of the DC CM choke has been measured under all three 
conditions, as shown in Figure 6.10. As shown, the zero-crossing points on the phase diagram 














































Figure 6.10. Verification of EPC model 
 
 
6.4  Case and Potting Influence on DM Impedance of CM Choke  
The leakage inductance of the CM choke can be utilized as part of the DM filter. According to 
[26] and [54], the single and three-phase CM choke leakage inductance can be characterized with 












Figure 6.12. Conventional AC CM choke leakage flux path 
 
 





NL 20                    (6.5) 
In (6.5), N stands for the winding turns number. Ae is the cross-sectional area of the core. leff 




this length. Assuming the core is of high permeability, like in this example CM choke of 
nanocrystalline material, leff can be empirically treated as the length of the path in the air. 
However, when cooling case has been added in the setup, the leakage flux path has been 





Figure 6.13. Leakage flux path with conductive case 
  
 Because of the existence of the case, the flux path is in the arc shape instead of as a string. As a 
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As verification, the leakge impedance of the DC CM choke has been measured under all three 
conditions, as shown in Figure 6.14. As shown, the zero-crossing points on the phase diagram 









































Figure 6.14. Leakage impedance modeling verification 
 
6.5  Case and Potting Influence on DM Impedance of DM Inductor  
  As shown in Section 2, the influence of the cooling setup on DM impedance of DM inductor is 
similar with the CM impedance. The case and potting material will increase the EPC of the 
inductor following (6.1). In the design of DM inductor, the turns number is 5. As a result, the 








According to (6.2), if adding the case without potting, and assuming the DM inductance value 




_                (6.9) 
As verification, the DM impedance of the DM inductor has been measured under all three 
conditions, as shown in Figure 6.15. As shown, the zero-crossing points on the phase diagram 

















































6.6  Conclusion  
 In this chapter, the self-parasitic impedance of CM and DM inductors in the case and potting 
material has been characterized. Based on previous study of the EPC and leakage inductance 
model, simplified calculation methods have been summarized for the new EPC and leakage 




Chapter 7 A Comprehensive Design Procedure 
for High Density EMI Filter in High Power 
Motor Drives 
 
7.1  Introduction 
 
The design of EMI filter is a systematic task. For a comprehensive design, different aspects of 
knowledge need to be combined. At the EMI filter component level, impedance modeling of 
inductors and capacitors are required [26, 54, 55], while improvement on core or capacitor 
materials are monitored [44]. Different EMI filter topologies have been considered and 
compared [27, 40, 48]. To avoid unnecessary overdesign, the system noise source [23, 52] and 
propagation paths [57, 77] need to be characterized. As a reliable product, cooling design [86, 
95] and packaging impact [66, 67] on the EMI filter should also be concerned. 
[25, 52] have proposed methods of EMI filter design considering the high frequency modeling 
of the EMI filter. [49, 50, 72] discuss the optimal design of EMI filters in certain topologies. 
[107, 109] give some rule of thumbs in laying the inductors and capacitors considering the 
parasitic influence. However, it is hard to find a method containing all the practical aspects of the 
EMI filter design mentioned above. A comprehensive design guide is needed. 
On the other hand, as discussed in [11, 18, 58, 65], mixed-mode (MM) noise and noise-mode 




design CM filter to suppress DM noise or vice versa. However, only limited works consider 
these phenomena in the design process. [63] take the single-phase SMPS MM noise into account 
when measuring the bare noise. But the NMT is not concerned. [52] has built a computer-based 
optimization tool for selecting the high density EMI filter design from all possible options of 
inductors and capacitors. Theoretically this will finally find out the optimal design by trying 
every possible combination of design variables. But it will be very time-consuming and 
complicated to use considering the size of the database and all the nonlinear equations. As a 
summary, a design procedure concerning the NMT and MM noise shall be developed so that 
unnecessary iteration and overdesign can be avoided. 
In this chapter, a comprehensive design procedure for high density EMI filter in high power 
motor drives is proposed. It features as concerning all the practical aspects in the design, 
including high frequency impedance of the filter components, selection of EMI filter topology, 
noise source and load impedance characterization, cooling design and its impact on EMI filter 
performance. Meanwhile, the method contains the procedure of evaluation tests, considering the 
influence of MM noise and NMT. In Section 7.2, the conventional design procedure of EMI 
filter is reviewed. The proposed design method is introduced with a flow chart. In Section 7.3, 
the first part of the method, EMI bare noise acquisition, is explained with a 100 kW design task 
example. The impedance characterization of filter components and system source and load has 
also been reviewed and discussed. Afterwards, the optimal selection of EMI filter topology and 
component value is analyzed in Section 7.4. In Section 7.5, the decision making procedure is 
discussed during the evaluation of the EMI filter performance, considering the MM noise and 




the experimental verification of the design method with a 100 kW motor drive system. 
Conclusion is summarized in Section 7.7. 
 
7.2  High Power EMI Filter Design Procedure  
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As the start of the design, the system EMI noise without adding any EMI filter is acquired in 
the form of CM and DM noise. Since this is a general design method, no special application is 
applied. As a result, no dc or ac side noise is specified in the acquisition step. Afterwards, the 
design of CM and DM filter is carried out separately. CM or DM filter components are selected 
and optimized through either CM or DM iteration loop, including measurement of the system 
impedance, evaluation of the filter performance and select the best combination of filter 
components. If both CM noise with CM filter and DM noise with DM filter meet the standard, 
the design is finished.  
Based on the discussion and conclusion in previous chapters, the conventional design method 
has two aspects not considered for the high power three-phase motor drive system. The first one 
is the interaction between CM and DM noise, which has been discussed in Chapter 2 and 3. The 
second one is the cooling design of the filter and its impact on filter performance. Without 
concerning these two parts, the design procedure can easily introduce unnecessary filter weight 
or extra iteration design steps. 
According to the knowledge of MM noise in Chapter 2 and NMT in Chapter 3, together with 
the cooling design and analysis in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, a new design procedure is proposed, 
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Based on the features of the motor drive circuit topology discussed in [27], the proposed 
method firstly divides the design task into three parts, including the CM filter, DC DM filter and 
AC DM filter. Impedance measurement would then be carried out for each bare noise acquisition 
and system modeling. Filter components are selected afterwards, aiming at high power density 
and low weight. Concerns of the weight and impact of cooling is also taken in this step. Being 
different from the conventional procedure, the proposed method has a systematic evaluation 
procedure for the performance of the designed filter, considering both MM noise and NMT. 
After the designed filter is verified with the standard, cooling design can be carried out as the 
final step of the design procedure. 
 
7.3  System EMI Bare Noise Acquisition and System Impedance Modeling 
The coupling between dc and ac side EMI noise in motor drives has been discussed in [27] and 
[43]. As a result, the dc and ac EMI noise of dc-fed three-phase motor drive can be divided into 
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7.3.1  CM Noise Acquisition and Impedance Characterization 
Figure 7.4 shows the equivalent circuit of the CM noise propagation path. It combines both dc 








Figure 7.4. Equivalent CM circuit 
 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the measurement of DC CM and AC CM noise is shown in Figure 













Figure 7.6. AC CM noise measurement 
 
Figure 7.7 shows how the impedance measurement is carried out for the Zdc_load, with the two 



















Figure 7.8 demonstrates the way of measuring the Zac_load. The three input terminals of the 






Figure 7.8. AC CM load impedance measurement 
 
 
A 100 kW motor in Figure 7.9 with 90 feet cable in Figure 7.10 is measured as an example. 
Figure 7.11 shows the example CM impedance of the motor and cable. 
 
 
























































According to the measurement of the impedance, as well as the modulation scheme and 
topology of the motor drive, the CM bare noise of both dc and ac side can be identified. As an 
example, a neutral point clamped three-level voltage source inverter is selected with SPWM 
scheme. The simulated voltage bare noise and calculated current bare noise of both dc and ac 

































































Figure 7.13. Example DC CM voltage and current noise 
 
7.3.2  AC DM Noise Acquisition and Impedance Characterization 



















Figure 7.15. AC DM noise measurement 
 
The load impedance is defined as the input impedance of the cable and the motor. The DM 
measurement is shown in Figure 7.16. The impedance analyzer tests the impedance between 



























































Figure 7.17. AC DM impedance of example motor and cable 
 
Similar with the study in CM noise, the bare AC DM voltage and current noise can be 






























Figure 7.18. Example AC DM voltage and current noise 
 
7.3.3  DC DM Noise Acquisition 

















Figure 7.20. DC DM noise measurement 
 





























7.4  EMI Filter Topology Selection 
As shown in Figure 7.22, after getting the system EMI bare noise and impedance, the optimal 
selection of filter topology and components can be carried out.  
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Figure 7.22. Filter optimal design for minimum weight 
 
According to the characterization of the system source and load impedance, the insertion gain 
of the EMI filter in the practical system can be characterized. For example, as shown in Figure 












































In Figure 7.26, the insertion gains of the different topologies can be compared. Comparing 
with the required attenuation of the bare noise, the minimum weight combination of inductors 
























7.5  Performance Evaluation of Designed EMI Filter and Cooling Design 
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Figure 7.27. DC DM noise evaluation 
 
 Figure 7.27 shows an example of the DC DM EMI filter performance evaluation. After 
selecting the topology of the DC DM filter as well as the inductor and capacitor values, the filter 
should be put into the motor drive system and test its attenuation on DC DM noise. Because of 
the existence of the MM noise and NMT phenomena, the measurement of the DC DM noise 
might include other mode of noise, for example DC CM noise if dc side grounding impedance is 
not well balanced. As a result, the proposed procedure suggests implementing all designed 
filters, instead of just installing the testing filter in the conventional method. If the DC DM noise 




However, if the result does not meet the standard, a careful study should be carried out before 
making the decision of tuning only DC DM filter.  
 Considering the MM noise and NMT phenomena, failure of DC DM noise meeting the 
standard does not indicate directly that DC DM filter is not designed well. Instead, all modes of 
noise should be checked. A practical way is to adjust each type of filter slightly, like increasing 
50% of the capacitance of the filter capacitor, and verify that if the change of the filter introduces 
any change on the DC DM noise. For example, if the DC CM noise changes according to the 
change of DC CM filter, then MM noise due to system unbalance is causing the DC DM noise 
not meeting the standard. The most effective way is then to improve the design of the CM filter 
instead of the DC DM filter, which is usually the choice from the conventional method. 
 Figure 7.27 only shows the evaluation of DC DM noise. In practice, all four types of noises 
should be evaluated. If all four types of noise meet the standard, the line noise of dc and ac side 
can then meet the standard.  
 According to Chapter 5 and 6, the liquid-cooling case can be designed for the CM and DM 
inductors. Potting materials can be selected. Following the procedure of Figure 5.32, the cooling 
of the evaluated EMI filter can be designed.  
 As an example, Figure 7.28 shows the evaluated 100 kW EMI filter before being put into 
cases with potting materials. Figure 7.29 and Figure 7.30 show the EMI filter implemented with 
cooling design and mounted on the cold plate. In Figure 7.29, the DC CM choke and AC DM 
inductors are mounted on one cold plate. The opposite side of the cold plate is designed for the 
cooling of the IGBT devices in the power stage of the motor drive. AC CM chokes are mounted 
















Figure 7.30. Example EMI filter with cooling design: Part 2 
 
 
7.6  100 kW Motor Drive System Experimental Verification 
Figure 7.31 shows the whole system of the interleaved three-level motor drive. The whole 
system is liquid-cooled. In Figure 7.31, the system with the EMI filter is connecting with a 
resistive load for thermal tests. 
 
 




As shown in Figure 7.32 and Figure 7.33, both the DC and AC side EMI noise have met the 

































































A paper design of the EMI filter using conventional method has been carried out. Assuming 
similar cooling design method, if not considering the MM noise and NMT phenomena, the total 





Figure 7.34. Per unit EMI filter weight comparison: conventional method vs. proposed method 
 
 
7.7  Conclusion 
In this chapter, a comprehensive design procedure has been proposed for high density EMI 
filter design in high power motor drives. Combining all the technologies discussed in the 
previous chapters, the design method considers the mm noise, the noise-mode transformation, 
the cooling design and its parasitic impact. As verification, a filter has been designed, fabricated 
and tested for a 100 kW motor drive for the aircraft application. The designed filter can help 




functional correct when implemented into the final system. Comparing with traditional design 





Chapter 8 Conclusion and Future Work 
 
8.1  Conclusion 
In this dissertation, a comprehensive design method has been proposed towards a high density 
EMI filter in high power three-phase motor drive systems. Specific conclusions can be drawn in 
details as below: 
Firstly, the mixed-mode noise exists in the output of three-phase motor drives, and largely 
impacts the power density of the designed EMI filter. The charging and discharging of the 
parasitic grounding capacitance of the motor under three-phase PWM schemes will introduce 
MM noise on the output side of the system. Amplitude of the MM noise is related to the three-
phase voltage vector of the inverter. As the verification of the existence of the MM noise, an 
effective way is to compare the DM noise of the system, when implementing DM filter only and 
when implementing both CM and DM filter. Without considering the MM noise in the filter 
design process, unnecessary DM filter weight will be introduced to attenuate this MM nosie. 
Since the MM noise is part of the CM noise, if the CM filter is well designed and CM noise is 
well attenuated, the MM noise can be effectively suppressed. The combination of CM and DM 
filter in evaluating the DM noise is needed in a comprehensive design method. 
Secondly, there are noise mode transformations in three-phase motor drive systems and they 
will also influence the power density of the designed EMI filter. The noise mode transformation 
is due to the unbalance of the impedance of the noise propagation path. DC CM noise can be 




DM noise can be transformed into AC CM spectrum by the unbalance of the leakage inductance 
and DM capacitors. These transformations mislead designers to overdesign CM filter to attenuate 
DM noise, and vice versa. However, since no new noise is brought in, if both CM and DM filters 
have been installed, the influence of the transformation of the noise can be reduced. The 
transformation of the noise should also be considered in a comprehensive design method for high 
density EMI filter. 
Thirdly, EMI filters at the motor-end can also effectively suppress CM noise of the motor 
drive. Comparing with conventional EMI filter added at the inverter-end, these motor-end filters 
have the benefit of avoiding carrying high currents and being able to be implemented during the 
motor manufacturing process. However, the performance of these filters can be influenced by the 
grounding parasitic capacitance. At higher frequency than several mega Herts, the attenuation is 
not as much as equivalent inverter-end filters. Meanwhile, safety issues should be considered 
when applying the chassis-end CM filter on the motor side. 
Fourthly, this dissertation provides a practical design procedure for the liquid-cooling of EMI 
filter components, especially CM and DM inductors. To get an effective cooling design, the 
designer should consider the potting process and how to evaluate the thermal model. Before 
implementing the filter into the system for final full power tests, emulation tests are also 
important. Testbed can be designed to emulate the voltage and current condition of the final 
tests. 
Fifthly, the conventional liquid-cooling design with the case and potting material will 
influence the impedance of CM and DM inductors. Because of the existence of the conductive 
case around the winding of the inductor, the leakage inductance of both single and three-phase 




increase because of the case. Furthermore, the potting material may have higher permittivity than 
the air. This will introduce higher EPC into the inductors. 
Considering the MM noise, the NMT, and the cooling design as well as its influence on filter 
impedance, a comprehensive design procedure for high density EMI filter in three-phase high 
power motor drives can be summarized. The weight of the cooling design as well as its impact 
on the impedance can be considered during the paper design stage. When evaluating the filter 
design, a comprehensive decision making procedure is proposed considering the existence of the 
MM noise and the NMT. This method is verified in a 100 kW motor drive system and proved to 
be effective in weight saving and noise attenuation. 
 
8.2  Future Work 
For the study of the MM noise, a mathematic relationship between the MM noise and different 
PWM schemes can be developed. Since the MM noise can be quantified for each switching 
status, the general MM noise in one fundamental period can be summarized according to the 
dwelling time of each switching status. 
Considering the analysis on the system impedance unbalance, further study can be carried out 
on filter component parasitic improvement. In this dissertation, the work is focusing on the 
analysis of noise mode transformation, instead of solving the impedance unbalance problem. 
With different methods of adjusting the layout design of the filter components, the system 
impedance caused by filter components can be improved. 
The aim of the motor-end EMI filter study is not to build a real filter that makes the motor 




impedance required from the EMI point of view. Future work can be applied on the design of 
special motor towards an EMI-free impedance. 
The cooling testbed described in Chapter 5 is effective in identifying the loss of passive 
components. In future work, inductor loss under PWM excitation can be analyzed based on the 
testbed. 
The parasitic influence study in Chapter 6 is mainly focusing on the self-parasitic components 
of the inductors after adding the cooling packages. Future work can be carried out on the mutual 
coupling study of inductors and capacitors with the liquid-cooling setup. 
The saturation of the CM choke is influencing the performance of the EMI filter. A detailed 
model under different operation conditions of the motor drive can be developed for the volt-
second excitation on the CM choke. Based on the model, the saturation of the CM choke will be 
effectively avoided from the design stage. 
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